BANDYOPADHYAY, Shreejit
sxb437@psu.edu
814-863-9120
814-321-1241
Experience: Experience teaching Math since 2010. Experience teaching college Math since 2013.
Available to Teach: Any undergraduate math course up to and including MATH 141.

BANG, Seunghoon
sub117@psu.edu
814-863-9670
814-867-4643
Experience: Twenty-one years in algebra, trigonometry, precalculus, and calculus.
Available to Teach: Algebra, Trigonometry, and Calculus (Math 021, 022, 026, 041, 110, 140, 141, 230, 231, and 232).

BATISTA, Juan
jxb1131@psu.edu
814-883-8865
Experience: Instructor for MATH 26 for one year, MATH 230 for one semester, MATH 250 for one semester.
Available to Teach:

BENKIRAN, Amine
azb165@psu.edu
Experience: More than nine years tutoring experience. I've been teaching college level mathematics since Fall 2008.
Available to Teach: Available to teach any math course up to and including MATH 251.

CHOPRA, Neena
noc1@psu.edu
814-863-9020
814-861-4122
Experience: Teaching experience since 1996.
Available to Teach: Any math course below 300 level

The Mathematics Department has not evaluated the tutors appearing on this list in any way. The appearance of a name on this list does not imply any endorsement by
or affiliation with the Math Department or Penn State University. We strongly encourage students to carefully screen any potential tutors they wish to hire.

CONTE, Davide
davide@psu.edu
814-441-5129
Experience: I have been tutoring Math at Penn State since 2009. I have taken MATH 140 and 141 at PSU and later
became a Learning Assistant for both courses for 3 years. Currently a PhD student in aerospace engineering with
experience in teaching since 2012, including completion of courses on peer tutoring (C I 200), teaching (ENGR 479I,
ENGR 888), online teaching/tutoring (O L 4500), leadership (LA 498H). I have earned a BS in Mathematics, a BS and an
MS in Aerospace Engineering at PSU. Bilingual: English and Italian. I also speak a bit of German. For more info, please
visit: https://sites.google.com/site/davideconte90/home
Available to Teach: MATH 17, 18, 21, 22, 26, 41, 110, 140, 141, 250 & 251

EVEREST, David
David@EndYourMathStress.com
805-441-1124
Experience: GUARANTEED RESULTS. Former university instructor, always receiving top ratings. See
www.EndYourMathStress.com for more information, including the details of my unique teaching method, the incredibly
strong guarantee that I offer, and impressive references. Teaching has been my full time profession since 1988.
Available to Teach: All undergraduate classes, but specializing in calculus. Very flexible schedule. I have helped countless
students turn even the most difficult academic situations into success stories, and I will do that for you too.

GARAI, Sumita
sxj937@psu.edu
814-206-4873
Experience: Masters degree in Mathematics
Available to Teach: All undergraduate courses.

HANDZY, Nestor
nzhandzy@gmail.com
814-404-4331
Experience: Eleven years teaching at PSU. Multiple teaching awards from PSU. **English is my native language** Don't
take my word for it. Look me up on "Rate My Professor"
Available to Teach: Any math course, Physics: Mechanics, E&M, a little Quantum Mech. Just call me, we can set it up.
The Mathematics Department has not evaluated the tutors appearing on this list in any way. The appearance of a name on this list does not imply any endorsement by
or affiliation with the Math Department or Penn State University. We strongly encourage students to carefully screen any potential tutors they wish to hire.

HONG, Qinqquo
huq11@psu.edu
814-880-8168
Experience: Instructor for MATH 140 one semester, MATH 21 for one semester.
Available to Teach: Any math course up to and including MATH 230.

JAMSHIDI, Sara
sxj937@psu.edu
814-863-9049
858-752-4308
Experience: I have been tutoring Math since 2006. Four of those years were at a top of the line tutoring agency in Los
Angeles (just before I moved here.)
Available to Teach: All Undergraduate Level Classes

KOWALSKI, James
jmk672@psu.edu
989-430-5827
Experience: Tutoring since 2009. Teaching College Math since 2010, BS and MA in Math; PhD candidate.
Available to Teach: MATH 17, 34, 35, 36, 110, 140, 141, 251, 310, 311, 312, 318, 401, 403, 414, 421, 435, 436, 441

MELANSON, Lisa
lmm63@psu.edu
Experience: Teaching undergrad math since 2008, PSU teaching award, check out my "Rate my Professor" reviews
Available to Teach: Any math course below the 300 level.

NI, Jun
jun.ni2012@gmail.com
814-441-9649
Experience: I am a third year PhD in the Math Department, and I've just finished my comprehensive exam I have been an
instructor for three years and I have some experience teaching.
Available to Teach: MATH 021, 022, 110, 140, 141

The Mathematics Department has not evaluated the tutors appearing on this list in any way. The appearance of a name on this list does not imply any endorsement by
or affiliation with the Math Department or Penn State University. We strongly encourage students to carefully screen any potential tutors they wish to hire.

POTOMPKIN, Misha
mup20@psu.edu
Experience: Tutoring since 2007; Instructor at Penn State since 2012
Available to Teach: MATH 140, 141, 220, 230, 231, 251, and 312

PRZYBYLA, Kasha
kep11@psu.edu
814-863-8937
814-769-3135
Experience: Sixteen years.
Available to Teach: MATH 220 and below

ROMAN-MARTINEZ, Angel
arr228@psu.edu
text only
787-366-3813
Experience: Instructor at Penn State since 2012; Tutor since 2007. Tutored other subjects, but especially Calculus. This
includes a year of tutoring at an online tutoring company, tutor.com with very high ranking. BILINGUAL: I am fluent in
both English & Spanish and have been mathematically trained in both languages
Available to Teach: Available to tutor in Math 140, 141, 22, 26, 41. I can also tutor 300 & 400 levels. Text me to inquire.

SADUSKY, Scott
scottadmid@outlook.com
814-308-0266
Experience: Teaching and tutoring at Penn State UP since 1998.
Available to Teach: Available to tutor 100/200 level math courses, other material/classes on request.

TSENG, Zachary
tseng@math.psu.edu
814-865-1401
814-867-1364
Experience: Teaching since 1994 and tutoring since 1988.
Available to Teach: Any undergraduate math course.
The Mathematics Department has not evaluated the tutors appearing on this list in any way. The appearance of a name on this list does not imply any endorsement by
or affiliation with the Math Department or Penn State University. We strongly encourage students to carefully screen any potential tutors they wish to hire.

TUTOR, DOCTOR
kprice@tutordoctor.com
814-201-6000
Experience: Professional one on one tutoring for all levels of Math. We assess your needs and match you with the best
tutor. 95% of our clients would recommend us to others.
Available to Teach: www.tutordoctor.com/state-college

VECONI, Dominic
dveconi@gmail.com
347-415-5879
Experience: BA in mathematics (2015), candidate for PhD in mathematics. I have tutored undergraduates in
mathematics for 6 years since I was an undergraduate. I have worked with high school students as well as college, in
algebra, geometry, statistics, trigonometry, calculus, linear algebra, and differential equations. I have also taught college
algebra (MATH 21) for one semester, business calculus 1 (MATH 110) for one semester, differential equations (MATH
251) for two semesters, and calculus 3 (MATH 230) for three semesters.
Available to Teach: Any high school or college course below the 300 level

ZACH, David
dkz105@psu.edu
814-564-9797
Experience: Tutoring since 2007; 4 years peer tutoring as an undergraduate at Kent State, plus 5 years teaching at Penn
State as a graduate student and full-time instructor.
Available to Teach: Available to teach: Any course MATH 220 or below (including MATH 17-18, 33-36, and 140B-141B).

The Mathematics Department has not evaluated the tutors appearing on this list in any way. The appearance of a name on this list does not imply any endorsement by
or affiliation with the Math Department or Penn State University. We strongly encourage students to carefully screen any potential tutors they wish to hire.

